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Max/Min Fairness Using Efficient Sharing (ES): Method 1
The rate






























Cd,u = Link capacity for
down (d) and up (u) links
qd,u(t) = Queue size
τ = Control interval


















(t) = Rate of flow j


















Ru(t − τ) = 50 pkts/sec






















































































R(t) = 1003 = 33.33 pkts/sec.
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Max/Min Fairness Using ES: Method 2
MaxMin fairness: Efficient Sharing
Given a resource with capacity X
units/sec to be shared by N sources,
In this method we set R(t − τ) = X
N
,
which is the processor sharing rate.
Each source’s bottleneck fair (ES) share
rate is denoted with R j (t).
We also have R j (t) ≤ R(t − τ) as a
source j cannot send higher than its
bottleneck fair share.
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Then the rate for the example above, in the




















Generalized Efficient Sharing (GES)
With priority weight, ℘j of flow j , the GES
















source j ’s weighted share becomes ℘jR(t).
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Max/Min Fairness Using ES: Method 3
MaxMin fairness: Efficient Sharing
Given a resource with capacity X units/sec to
be shared by N sources,
Each source’s bottleneck fair (ES) share rate
is denoted with R j (t).
We also have R j (t) ≤ C
N(t−τ)
as a source j
cannot send higher than its bottleneck fair
share.
In this method, first
N(t)← 0; Nˆ(t)← 0; Xˆ (t)← 0;
for each flow j do
N(t)← N(t) + 1;
if (R j (t) < X
N(t−τ)
then
Xˆ (t)← Xˆ (t) + R j ; Nˆ(t)← Nˆ(t) + 1;
end if
end for




; N˜(t) = N(t)− Nˆ(t).
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; N˜(t) = N(t)− Nˆ(t).
Nˆ(t) and Xˆ (t) are number of flows and
sum of rates of the flows bottlenecked at
other resources.
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Generalized Efficient Sharing (GES)
With priority weight, ℘j of flow j , the GES






, where the sum is over the
N˜(t) flows bottlnecked at the current re-
source with capacity X units/sec.
Then source j ’s weighted share at the cur-
rent resource becomes ℘jR(t).
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